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Urban Jungle (Series 1)

14 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Moving In

Nine pampered suburbanites move into an inner-city house to vie for a $50,000 grand prize. Their
streetwise godparents welcome them to the neighbourhood, and the first assignment: getting
minimum wage jobs.

2. Punching In

The spoiled contestants struggle with the demands of their minimum wage jobs.

3. Three Names Please

The nine contestants are forced to decide who they feel should be the first three to be evicted
from the house.

4. And Then There Were Six

Three contestants are evicted and sent packing while the remaining six celebrate by partying too
hard at a local bar.

5. Dirty Laundry

The women are accused of pandering to the Padrinos to manipulate a favourable outcome for
themselves.

6. Listen and Learn

Tension in the house explodes after Sasha eavesdrops on her roommates venting about how
much they hate her.

7. Bad Table Manners
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Sasha confronts her detractors, Vanessa and Rich, in front of the Padrinos during a family dinner.

8. Rude Awakening

The contestants are rattled when the padrinos pay a surprise 6am visit and evict two more of the
housemates.

9. Cold Leftovers

Two evicted housemates share a chilly ride home, while a remaining contestant turns on a former
ally.

10. Maid to Order

The contests take turns cleaning a Beverly Hills house, though tempers rise in the house when
one of the housemates claims he's not there to win the money.

11. Party of Five

The contestants are rattled when a new housemate moves in but the real surprise comes later
when another one is sent packing.

12. Not Quite Done

The $50,000 winner is revealed and so is the final twist.

13. The Decision

The winner of Urban Jungle must make the ultimate decision.

14. The Reunion Show

All the housemates and the Padrinos are reunited in a face-off about their quarrelsome quest fort
$50,000. Who's bitter? Who's better off?


